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Louis XIV was heir to the achievements of Cardinals Richelieu
and Mazarin, both of whom had pursued a national policy at a
time when the interest of every state lay in increasing its territory
and weakening the power of rival states. They left him a kingdom
enlarged on three frontiers, and by that time the most populous,
the richest, and the most powerful in all Europe, enjoying an
unquestioned preponderance, which was increased by the em-
barrassments or weakness of rival states. They also left Louis XIV
the strongest army, the most experienced generals (Turenne and
Conde), the most skilful system of diplomacy, and alliances with
every part of Europe - with Holland, Sweden, the independent
princes of Germany, Poland, the Sultan, and even England.
France's traditional enemies - the two branches of the house of
Austria, the emperor and the king of Spain - were ruined and
reduced to impotence. Never had the kingdom of France enjoyed
such a position of superiority.
Louis XIV first used this power to carry on a 'policy of prestige'
that consisted in humiliating other sovereigns - the pope, the
king of Spain, or the duke of Lorraine - or else in displaying his
strength in 'wars of magnificence', after which he employed it in
a family policy intended to benefit one of his grandsons. He had
his eye upon the succession of the king of Spain, who for thirty-
five years seemed always on the point of dying, but when, towards
the end of Louis's reign, the throne of Spain at last became vacant
and fell to one of his grandsons, it benefited nobody save the
Bourbon family and involved France in a ruinous war.
By this policy of magnificence Louis XIV gradually stripped
France of all its allies and even ended by converting them into
enemies. As early as 1668 his first war with Spain provoked a
coalition of three of his allies with a view to checking his conquests;
his invasion of Holland in 1672 turned this former ally of France
into the centre of a coalition which was joined by all the states
menaced by his enterprises. At first his power was great enough
victoriously to withstand this coalition of small or poorly armed
states. When in 1678, having detached Holland from the coalition
by the Peace of Nimeguen, he imposed his will upon Spain, the
emperor, and the German princes, he produced an impression
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